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A HIP 4 CHRISTMAS 
Dec. 5, 2018 

 
‘Twas twenty days before Christmas, and I was having a date with Destiny.  
I was on my way to Salem Hospital for hip replacement surgery. 
 
My wife Elsa and I woke up in the dark early winter morning to make it to the 

5:30am appointment with Dr. Matthew Budge, a young bearded surgeon at 
Kaiser Medical Center up on Skyline Road in Salem. 
 
Elsa drove me to Salem Hospital, where we struggled to find the reception 
area from parking lot A. We walked down a long hall of building A and found 
a receptionist named Eva who checked me in and directed us to wait in the 
waiting area.  A young trainee named Heidi assisted Eva. 
 
Several nurses took care of me in the pre-op area.  Melissa did some prep 
work, Tiare took the vital signs, and JinHee gave me an IV injection with a 
bag of saline solution.  The IV was put in my left lower arm.  Joshua, an Iraq 
war veteran and a medic with an artillery unit, took some blood for some lab 
work; I swapped some of my Vietnam war stories with Joshua.  Leah 
checked my heart with an ultrasound machine. 
 
Elsa was allowed to leave and go back home to catch up on missed sleep.  
She was told that Dr. Budge would call her after the hip replacement surgery, 
sometime after 9am.  Then she could visit me once I finished recovering from 
surgery, sometime after 11am. 
 
The actual surgery took place between 7:30 – 9:00am.  Dr Budge came into 
the prep room to mark the left hip for surgery, and then he left, not saying 
much.  Dr. Angela Douglas, the anesthesiologist, came into the prep room 
to finalize plans to do general anesthesia for me.  I refused to do a spinal 
anesthesia because of a bad experience I had when I had my knee surgery 
to repair torn cartilage two decades ago.  I was given about eight different 
pills to take so that I was ready for surgery. 
 
I do not remember anything about the actual surgery, nor do I remember 
being taken to the surgery room.  I was really out of it.  When I awoke 
sometime around 9:30am, I found myself in the recovery room. Everything 
around me was fuzzy as I tried to adjust my vision to the environment I was 
in.  A lovely nurse named Kim was the first person to greet me back to reality. 
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I was taken on a bed gurney to room 6107 in building B.  I had a private room 
with a TV and a view of Salem and the Eola Hills of where I lived in West 
Salem, across the Willamette River.  A young registered nurse (RN) named 
Katie introduced herself as the main nurse who would be taking care of me 
until her twelve hours shift ended at 7:30pm. 
 

Dr. Budge finally arrived at 2:45pm to give me a report on the surgery, saying 
that everything went well and the hip replacement was fine.  He expected 
me to walk out of the hospital on Thursday, the next day.  He checked the 
eight-inch bandage on the left posterior hip, and he had me wiggle my toes.  
I asked him about the little blip on the heart machine that I was told about.  
He said it was probably a reaction to the medications I was given.  “The heart 
is fine,” he reassured me. 
 
The hospital therapist named Ted came to my room at 3:45pm, and he 
showed me how to do the necessary exercises, first flexing my ankles, 
knees, and buttocks, and afterwards having me get out of bed and walking 
around the small 10’ x 12’ area in the room.  He spent a half hour with me, 
teaching me how to go through rehab. 
 
After that, a lady named Meghan came in to draw blood from the elbow in 
my right arm. 
 
At about 6pm, I ordered dinner:  salmon, mashed potatoes, and a salad. 
 
RN Jill and her assistant Kecia arrived at 7:30pm to replace Katie, whose 
bright smile would be missed.  Jill and Kecia would monitor my vital signs 
and attach leg pumps to help with the circulation in my legs and prevent 
blood clots. 
 
My brother Adolf came to visit me in my room, and so did Elsa.  Adolf left 
shortly after Elsa arrived.  Elsa stayed with me until about 8pm.  I was glad 
to have my brother and my wife visit me in my room.  It reassured me that 
my family cared for me and would be there to help with my recovery. 
 
At about 9pm I was taken to the CT room for a Cat Scan.  It was a 
precautionary procedure to check for any possibility of a blood clot.  A young 
mother with two lovely children – she showed me some pictures on her 
iPhone – transported me with the bed I was on to the CT room.  Alexis was 
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very talkative and lively as she maneuvered down the hall to the elevator, 
which took us down to a lower level, and then out to another building.  In the 
CT room I met Gabriel (and his assistant Brent), and they had me slide onto 
a solid board to the cat scan machine.  I think I went through and under the 
circular interior of the cat scan machine three times.  I was told the results 
would be revealed by my doctor.  Afterwards, Alexis the “transporter” 
wheeled me back to my room. 

 
I slept soundly that night, only waking up when someone came in to check 
my vital signs. 
 
    Thursday, Dec. 6th 
 
I woke up at 4:15am.  I forgot to turn off the cell alarm clock.  I did a few 
exercises, like flexing the ankles, knees, and buttocks.  I used a hand-held 
device called an incentive spirometer (IS), inhaling up to seven seconds, 
raising the number to 2500ml, and keeping the floating indicator between the 
arrows.  The lung-enhancing device was made by AirLife.  IS was done 10 
times every hour while awake to prevent pneumonia.  Breathing was easy 
for me because of my healthy lungs, which were strengthened by yoga deep 
breathing exercises. 
 
RN Jill came in at 5am to take vital signs – the body temperature had reached 
98.2.  Yesterday, the body temp was mainly in the high 97 range.  The blood 
pressure remained slightly above 100.  That’s good.  Kecia helped with the 
procedures, like getting an ice pack for the bandaged area and removing the 
bladder catheter.  I was assisted by Kecia (the c in her name has an sh 
sound) to get out of bed and go to the bathroom.  Peeing was difficult 
because of the catheter removal.  Bowel movement was easy.  
 
Afterwards, Angie came in to take blood.  She had a little difficulty drawing 
blood from the right elbow area. 
 
By 6am, I was ready to do more breathing repetitions with the IS apparatus 
(or hand-held device). 
 
I was scheduled to meet with the OT (occupational therapist) at 9am, and 
the PT (physical therapist) at 10:30am. 
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I was given a hygienic full-body bath pack with eight standard weight 
cleansing washcloths to use on parts of the body.  Front included face, neck, 
chest, right arm, left arm, and perineum; back included right leg, left leg, back 
and buttocks.  I also cleaned the bloody genitals that was caused by the 
removal of the catheter to the bladder.  I noticed that the bath pack was made 
by Sage Products. 
 

Cheryl Kuehler, Dr. Budge’s assistant, came into the room at 7am.  She 
updated me on the time spent in the surgery room.  She told me there were 
six people around the surgical table.  Everything turned out good.  Test 
results all turned out normal.  I asked her about the heart situation, and she 
reported that Dr. Angela Douglas, the anesthesiologist, had noticed a “blip” 
on the heart monitor, which turned out to be an insignificant incident on the 
screen.  Cheryl was going to prepare all the paperwork for my departure 
today. 
 
At 7:30am, RN Katie returned.  Her assistant Marilu (CAN, certified nurse 
assistant) helped me get out of bed using the walker.  She helped me use 
the bathroom, where I was able to have my first bowel movement at the 
hospital.  Everything was normal, except for a trace of blood in the urine. 
 
Breakfast arrived shortly after 7am.  The pancakes, scrambled eggs, and 
peppermint tea was sufficient for my dietary needs and nutrition. 
 
OT (occupational therapist) Barbara Wagner – she preferred to be called 
“Bobbie” – came to my room promptly at 9am.  She taught me how to get out 
of bed and get dressed using a “grabber”.  She tested me on the three main 
rules for posterior hip dislocation precautions: (1) do not BEND forward at 
the waist beyond 90 degrees; (2) do not CROSS your legs past the midline 
of the body; (3) do not TWIST your leg inward or twist your body toward your 
surgical leg.  “Don’t do the Twist”, she said.  Bobbie also tooke me to a 
display room, where she taught me to use the toilet with the aid of a 
stationary walker to hold on to.  I did not have a raised seat.  She 
demonstrated how to stand and wipe with the right hand.  Since I had a 
stand-in shower, I was taught that it was best to back into the shower with 
the walker so as to have support and something to hold onto.  She promised 
to get me an extra walker to use with the toilet.  She also said two ice packs 
would be given me to use for the surgical area to reduce swelling. 
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At 9:30am, Julie from Kaiser brought me an insured stationary walker, as 
ordered and promised by Bobbie.  It was for toilet use only. 
 
At 10:15am, Sarah dropped by with an orange daisy flower “from your 
surgeon” Dr. Budge.  She said Dr. Budge liked to do that for his patients.  
Sarah was the person who taught the required hip replacement class, which 
Elsa (my coach) and I attended with 15 other participants. 

 
At 10:25am, the nurse leader Annie came in to see if I had any questions.  I 
told her I was satisfied with the excellent service provided by all the nurses 
and doctors who worked at Salem Hospital. 
 
Afterwards, Katie showed me a video of Annie talking about Discharge, and 
what to do and not do during my recovery.  The five minute video reviewed 
what I had already read in the booklet that Salem Hospital had sent me. 
 
At 10:40am, Sarah returned with a souvenir “joint replacement surgery” t-
shirt from Salem Health Hospitals & Clinics.  
 
At 11:00am, Christopher (Chris), the physical therapist, came in to do a 
rehab session with me.  He took me for a walk down the hall.  He stressed 
keeping the toes straight, especially my left foot, which tended to turn inward.  
He also stressed keeping my posture straight so as to keep the left side from 
going back to the bad habit of tilting to the side, which I was doing when I 
first realized I had arthritis and had to use a walking stick to help me keep 
my balance.  He showed me how to use the stairs, right leg going up first, 
and left (surgical) leg going down first.  He said to have someone carry the 
walker up the stairs for me.  “Take everything slowly, walk frequently, and 
elevate the feet at least three times a day,” he said.  Nice guy!  He even 
encouraged me to use the stairs when I got home.  Others had said to wait 
at least two weeks.  His best advice was to ask the doctor to get me on a 
program with a physical therapist to speed up the recovery, especially since 
I was such an active person.  He also mentioned that a physical therapist 
would help me from developing any bad habits. 
 
Diane, a PR lady, came by to see if there were any last requests.  I asked if 
there was time for lunch.  She handed me the phone so that I could order a 
last meal at the hospital.  I ordered an Asian rice bowl. 
 
Sometime before 1:00pm, Elsa arrived to take me home.   
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Epilog: 
 
It’s funny how sometimes we skip a name “unintentionally.”  I now realize I 
missed one name in the cast of characters at the hospital. 
 
There was a lady named Dr. Basma Saadoun, who visited us before we were 
released.  She mentioned something about the EKG reading (CAT SCAN) 

of my heart that may be indicating a calcium deposit somewhere along the 
blood vessels of the heart.  Otherwise, she said the heart was fine and there 
was nothing to worry about.  I told her I was told by actual doctors (Budge, 
Keuhlar) at my hip replacement surgery that my heart was fine and that the 
“blip” on the heart monitor in the operating room was insignificant. 
 
Dr. Basma Saadoun did not tell my wife Elsa and me that she was going to 
order Stress Tests for me.  We only found out the next day that the Egypt-
born doctor had actually ordered such a test without consulting with us.  
Someone from Kaiser called and tried to set up an appointment on Dec. 28th 
for my Stress Test.  When I asked who ordered such a test, I was told it was 
started by Dr. Saadoun.  I explained what transpired at the hospital’s heart 
monitor and the following repercussions in the medical field about the 
condition of my healthy heart.  I told the lady to cancel the appointment – I 
was not going to become a guinea pig for some doctor’s curious 
investigation. 
 
Day 3, Dec.7 (Fri) – exercises, walking, isometric stretching of muscles, etc.  
Take one aspirin for keeping blood clots away, a Tylenol for pain, and 
Oxycodone for healing.   Use the “Walker” all the time, moving slowly to ovoid 
any hip displacement. 
 
Day 4, Dec.8 (Sat) – continue regimen of exercises, walking, medication.  
The only change is a “scientific experiment” of whether a natural (legal) 
medicine is more beneficial than a pharmaceutical opiate that is said to be 
addictive and harmful (to the point of death).  So, here is the experiment:  
Use medical “Can-a-Bus” as a substitute for oxycodone.   
 
Day 5, Dec.9 (Sun) – results of experiment with “Can-a-Bus” showed an 
improved awareness in the mind of the healing process going on in the left 
hip and leg.  Oxycodone dulled any awareness of the hip / upper thigh area. 
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Day 6, Dec.10 (Mon) – continue taking the “Bus” three times a day (instead 
of the 3-6 pills recommended for oxycodone consumption). 
 
Day 7, Dec.11 (Tue) – continue to show improvement in walking and a rapid 
sprint to recovery.  Hope to be ready for Dr. Budge’s appointment on Dec. 
19th.  Took one oxycodone pill at night to relieve pain in left leg (bone area).   
Keep feet elevated overnight to reduce minor swelling. 

 
Day 8, Dec. 12 (Wed) – it’s been seven days and now I can take off the 
bandage over the incision.  “Nurse” Elsa helped pull the adhesive bandage 
off of my sensitive skin.  Ouch!  There was no drainage, leakage, bleeding, 
or oozing of any material within the bandage.  The incision itself seems to 
have a nonremovable thin strip covering the sutures.  No oxycodone this day.  
 
Day 9, Dec. 13 (Thur) – take a full shower (in the walk-in shower) for the first 
time since the day of surgery.  So far I’ve been taking needed body washes 
with a washcloth.  Starting to walk in a continuous stroll with the walker, 
without pausing to put weight on the surgical (left) leg.  Continue to focus on 
a straight posture and feet pointed forward.  Continue rolling merrily on the 
“Can-a-Bus”. 
 
Day 10, Dec. 14 (Fri) – Early morning body wash, change clothes (daily).   
Daily nutrition: (1) breakfast – yerba mate, almonds, granola bar/or toast; (2) 
lunch – rice and salad, or quinoa bowl with stir fry vegetables; (3) dinner – 
chef Elsa’s surprise. 
 
Day 11, Dec. 15 (Sat) – Continue healing, with good food (from Elsa’s 
kitchen), exercise walking with walker, and meds as needed. 
 
Day 12, Dec. 16 (Sun) – enjoy a day of NFL football.  Visit from grandkids.  
Cookies. 
 
Day 13, Dec. 17 (Mon) – early morning shower.  Refrain from all medications 
except morning aspirin & Tylenol.   Feeling pain-free and walking smoothly 
with the walker.  Felt the need for pain relief (natural) for the night; some 
uncomfortable throbbing in left leg. 
 
Day 14, Dec. 18 (Tue) – continue with natural pain medication.   
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Day 15, Dec. 19 (Wed) – shower, shave, etc. Prepare for Doctor Budge 

appointment at 2pm. 

            APPENDIX 

 

  
Post on FB:  
December 12 at 10:06 AM 
"Sometimes in our lives. We all have pain, we all have sorrow. But if we are wise, We 
know that there's always tomorrow." (Lean on Me lyrics) 
Today is one week since I underwent left hip joint replacement surgery. I am on "the 
Road to Recovery" -- slowly but surely -- with the help of my "coach" (wife Elsa). 
 
Thanks to everyone who sent best wishes (i.e. thoughts, prayers, etc) for my recovery. 
 
I finally took a photo of the t-shirt Salem Hospital (in Oregon) gave me for my willingness 
to submit my body to a transformative experience (i.e. walking without pain again). 

https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky/posts/10217935910656468
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It's a check list of things to do after (1) getting hip joint replacement surgery, (2) fished 
Wallowa lake, (3) refreshed at Multnomah Falls, (4) climbed the Capitol stairs, (5) hiked 
Mount Hood. 

 
FB Comments: 

Tisha Enemark Silldorff One of my favorites Paul!!!! 

Carol Arklind Been there - right hip and right knee. 

Pamela Leonhardt Sending warm hugs and wishes for a speedy recovery! Life is 
amazing when it's not being held hostage by a painful hip! 

Darlene Puertolas Wishing you a speedy recovery 

 
Jeannie Monge Looking good 😀 

Майя Васильева Павел,наши наилучшие пожелания скорейшего 
выздоровления. 

Paul J. Wigowsky Большое спасибо за "Наилучшие Пожелания" 
 

Judy Graham Fajardin Keep exercising and it will get better. Heres to a speedy 
recovery 

Susie Wigowsky Looking good! 

Susie Wigowsky Thats a cool shirt - did you get to choose the events? Wheres 
hiked the inca trail? 

Paul J. Wigowsky Susie, that's a t-shirt for future endeavors and accomlishments, 
as motivation after the successful hip replacement surgery. 
 

Rita Tiwari Wishing you a smooth and fast recovery! Soon you will be out there 
running marathons again! 

Paul J. Wigowsky No, I have up marathons a long time ago. 

 
Rita Tiwari Paul J. Wigowsky Yes I know, but you’ll be up and speed-walking in no time 

I’m sure 😄 

 

Brenda Mendoza Crider I’m glad to see that you are on your way to a full 

recovery! 🙏 

https://www.facebook.com/tisha.silldorff?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1478991501&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pamela.leonhardt.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/darlene.puertolas?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010619648738&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100017342554946&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jfajardin?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susie.wigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susie.wigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rita.tiwari.121?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rita.tiwari.121?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky
https://www.facebook.com/bmcrider?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/tisha.silldorff?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1478991501&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pamela.leonhardt.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/darlene.puertolas?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010619648738&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100017342554946&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/jfajardin?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susie.wigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susie.wigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rita.tiwari.121?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rita.tiwari.121?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/bmcrider?fref=ufi
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Gail Grothman Ross I had no idea you had undergone hip replacement surgery. 
You look l Ike you are doing good. Keep up the good work. 

Alice Moure Looking good Paul, wishing you speedy recovery just keep on 
walking.! 

Joan Bencik Bacon Had no idea you had surgery. Hope you have a quick 

recovery and are out hiking the trails soon. 🥇👍 

Nida Lokteff Good to hear the surgery was a success. 

Sheila Daniels Take care, Paul! 

Nadia Lapchuk McGraw Get well soon🙏🙏🙏 

Marilyn Lee Stowe I can only mimic all the above sentiments. Be well soon! 

Nina Kozycz Be strong and of good courage Paul, You are well on the road of 
recovery.. 

Susan Hoffman Wonderful to see you up and moving about. Praise to Elsa for 
being supportive through it all. We are headed south. See you come spring when the 
sun comes out. 

Paul J. Wigowsky Susan Hoffman, I couldn't have done it without my wife (and 
coach) Elsa. This hip replacement recovery is tougher than I thought going into it. Slow 
walking is the best exercise. See you in Spring at our Northwest Breakfast Club. 
 

Kay Conway   (lovely teddy bear image) 

Marlee Boatwright I was glad to hear surgery went well. I know you have the 
determination to do the work it takes to recover. My prayers have been with you. 

Rosie Cerbatos Lamoreaux I'm glad you are on the mend. Keep up the good 
work. 

Ginny Franklin Ryan It won't be long now until you are able to do all those 
wonderful activities again! 
 

 
Yuri Prasoloff Another Marathon? 

Paul J. Wigowsky Been there -- done that. No need to "kill myself" running those 
marathons again. 

Yuri Prasoloff Good answer 

https://www.facebook.com/gail.grothmanross?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/alice.moure.5?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/joan.bencikbacon?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009700485663&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/sheila.daniels.9659?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/nadia.l.mcgraw?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001229238267&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/nina.kozycz.3?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susan.hoffman.1804?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susan.hoffman.1804?hc_location=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008918266108&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/marlee.boatwright?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rosie.lamoreaux?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/ginny.f.ryan?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/yuri.prasoloff?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/yuri.prasoloff?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/gail.grothmanross?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/alice.moure.5?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/joan.bencikbacon?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009700485663&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/sheila.daniels.9659?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/nadia.l.mcgraw?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001229238267&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/nina.kozycz.3?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/susan.hoffman.1804?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008918266108&fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/marlee.boatwright?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/rosie.lamoreaux?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/ginny.f.ryan?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/yuri.prasoloff?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/pauljwigowsky?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/yuri.prasoloff?fref=ufi
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Ron Moseley Good memories my friend! 

John Rodli It's a good thing that our earthly body is only our temporary dwelling 
place. 

Leonid Vihovsky (Wigowsky, cousin in Ukraine) 

Павел здравствуй Что случилось у тебя со здоровьем уже поправляешся будем 

надеятся бог даст в новом году все будет хорошо С наступающим рождеством 

всю вашу семью поздравляем Леонид нина и сережа с киева передавай наше 

поздравление Адольфу также 

Леонид, у меня операция на левое бедро -- замена тазобедренного сустава -- 

пошло богополучно. Теперь надеюсь ходить без боли. Спасибо за рождественские 

пожелания. Поздравляем вас и Нину и Сережу с наступающими праздниками. Я 

передам Адольфу ваше поздравление. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Just found out here in California about your hip surgery, I know you were asking lots of 

questions and getting input from others but didn’t know that you decided to do it, don’t 

do social media much.  Was it successful and blessings and hope for a quick recovery.  

Hi Sarah (and Boris), 

Good to hear from you. 

Yes, I finally decided to do the left hip replacement surgery because the pain was 

intolerable. 

I wasn't posting anything about my hip surgery until it was actually done (successfully).  

Thanks to Elsa's good food and care, I'm making speedy progress with the recovery. 

I'm presently walking with a walker and feeling much better each day.   

However, I would say that do the replacement surgery is not for "sissies" (like Peter Ilyin 

would say).   

It's hard work. 

Btw, are you staying in California for Elvira's private family funeral on Dec. 20th? 

Hope to get together with you and Boris in the New Year 2019.  

See you soon, 

Paul 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/ron.moseley?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/john.rodli.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/leonid.vygovskyi
https://www.facebook.com/leonid.vygovskyi
https://www.facebook.com/ron.moseley?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/john.rodli.7?fref=ufi
https://www.facebook.com/leonid.vygovskyi
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Left Hip joint replacement surgery 
Day 7 (8) – removal of surgical bandage, view of left hip area where the 7- 
inch cut was made. 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/YsVIn5JaCmc  

Santa Cookie 

Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good night. 

HIP, HIP, Hooray! 

 

https://youtu.be/YsVIn5JaCmc
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Personal Log  

(notes, observations, appointments, recovery) 

Dec. 19th (Wed) – Two weeks after surgery.  Time to see Dr. Budge and get an 

assessment of the hip surgery and subsequent progress.  I was first ushered into the x-

ray room to get an x-ray of the hip joint replacement.  This is what the x-ray looked like:  

  

A prosthetic made of metal and plastic 

are the most commonly used hip 

replacement implants. Both the ball and 

the socket of the hip joint are replaced 

with a metal implant, and a plastic spacer 

is placed in between. The most 

commonly used metals used include 

titanium and stainless steel. The plastic 

is called polyethylene. 

At Dr. Budge’s office, I was greeted by RN Susan Miller.  She represented Dr. Budge for 

this visit.  We discussed getting a physical therapist to help with my rehab program.  

Permission to drive, go in a pool, and other strenuous activities would be looked at with 

Dr. Budge at the next meeting – the 6 week mark on Jan. 18, 2019. 

The RN advised me to take 2 aspirins a day (for 4 weeks after surgery); I had been taking 

only one-a-day.  I asked about a medical card for hip metal in the body, especially for 

travel purposes.  Susan said it was no longer relevant.  Everyone got screened. 

Elsa chimed in about using the 12 stairs in our house.  She agreed with the RN that 

several steps a day would be the best approach, and then in 3-4 days you’d have strength 

to do all 12 stairs. 

Dec. 20th (Thurs) – I was surprised how fast I received a message from the physical 

therapy office with Kaiser.  A person named Adam helped set up a first appointment 

(mostly for consultation) with Katie Schweers for the next day, Friday @ 8:10am at the 

Lancaster campus.  There would be a $25 co-pay, and I was to wear loose gym clothing. 

Dec. 21st (Fri) – The consultation meeting with PT (physical therapist) Kathryn Schweers 

(Katie) went extremely well.  The young lady – who told Elsa and me that she and her 

husband were itinerant physical therapists, traveling from place to place in the US – was 

very instructive and thorough in her work.  She measured everything that I was able to 

do, and she even gave me a speed walk test in the hall to see how fast I could cover a 

certain distance.  My speed was clocked at 26 seconds, and the goal is to eventually do 

the speed walk in 13 seconds.  Katie gave me several new exercises to do at home: (1) 

seated hamstring stretch; (2) supine isometric hamstring set; (3) straight leg raise; (4) 

supine bridge; (5) sit to stand.  The only exercise I had difficulty doing was the straight 
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leg raise; I just couldn’t lift the surgical leg to any height.  The greatest thrill for me was 

when Katie gave me a walking stick (cane) and showed me how to walk with just the cane 

– i.e. left surgical leg goes forward with the cane in the right hand.  I was amazed that I 

could now actually walk for short distances with only the cane. 

Afterwards, I made sure – at my coach/wife Elsa’s insistence – to make appointments for 

my future physical therapy sessions.  Three future appointments would be with PT Eileen 

Johnson at the Lancaster campus: (1) 12/26 @ 3:40pm, (2) 1/9/19 @ 2:20pm, (3) 1/21 

@ 4:30pm.  My rehab was well underway! 

[resource:  https://orthoinfo.aaos.org/en/recovery/total-hip-replacement-exercise-guide/ ] 

[future reference: http://www.exercisemenu.com/ultimate-home-exercise-program-total-

hip-replacement/ ] 

Dec. 22nd (Sat) – Today I made it up a flight of stairs (7) and back down to the bottom 

floor (man cave).  Tomorrow I will do both flights of stairs (14).  Time to move out of the 

man cave (dungeon) downstairs.  

Dec. 23rd (Sun) - Today I actually was able to maneuver my way through a neighborhood 

Christmas party with only a cane. I have more confidence of putting my surgical leg 

forward with the cane simultaneously.  Strength in the leg gives me that confidence. 

  It was good to get out of the house, for a change.  Here is the photo of my lovely 

wife/coach Elsa and me wearing our “Ugly Christmas Sweaters.” 

 

Dec. 24th (Mon) – Upstairs for a Christmas Eve party with family.  Used the walker and 

the cane to get around.  Most memorable moment was getting the chance to play Santa 

for the grandkids.  

https://orthoinfo.aaos.org/en/recovery/total-hip-replacement-exercise-guide/
http://www.exercisemenu.com/ultimate-home-exercise-program-total-hip-replacement/
http://www.exercisemenu.com/ultimate-home-exercise-program-total-hip-replacement/
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Dec. 25 (Tue) – Relaxation at home with wife/coach Elsa.  Walk more and more with the 

cane. 

Christmas Day Miracle for me was getting the hip joint replacement surgery and getting 

to walk again without the hip pain. 

Dec. 26 (Wed) – Appointment with PT Eileen Johnson in the afternoon.  She said I’m 

ready to do machines at the Courthouse Athletic Club.  Ten minutes 3 x a week.  

[Courthouse Athletic Club schedule:  12/30 – 15 minutes; 1/2 - 15 minutes; 1/4 – 18 

minutes; 1/7 – 20 minutes] 
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Dec. 27 (Thur) – Continue exercises, walking with cane, doing stairs, and taking 

medications as prescribed.  Especially critical – according to a friend – is taking aspirin 

twice a day to keep blood clots from developing. 

Dec. 28 (Fri) – Continue with progress walking with the cane and having a steady walk 

up and down the hallway.  Everything seems normal, and pain is subsiding in the surgical 

leg.     

Dec. 29 (Sat) - Seems like I’m getting my Christmas miracle (or “A Hip Christmas” as I 

like to call it) as I am beginning to feel the thrill of walking faster with no pain in the left 

(surgical) leg or hip area.   I don’t think I need to write anymore about the recovery – each 

day brings new delights of left hip improvement in healing, walking, and general euphoria 

of being able to walk again like a normal human being.  Thanks to modern technology, 

and good doctors and nurses, for bringing joy and happiness to my household (and to my 

aging body) this Christmas season. 

 

Thanks to my beautiful wife/coach Elsa for all the support you gave me before, during, 

and after my hip joint replacement surgery.  I couldn’t have done it without you.         

Love always, your husband Paul. 

 

ON the last day of Christmas, I took my first “baby” steps – without a cane. 

On New Year’s Eve, I was walking without a cane. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 2019 
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Daily Journal Notes: 

Jan. 7- 8  - spent most of the day walking without a cane (second consecutive day). 

Jan. 9 – with physical therapist (PT) Eileen Johnson.   About 30 minutes.  Checked my 

balance and walking abilities at the 5 week (after surgery) mark.  Eileen gave me 

exercises to do: (1) stand on left leg for 30 seconds (2x day), watching for correct posture 

and level shoulders; (2) weights on left leg, lifting exercises, forward, sideways, and 

backward (10 reps); (3) heel to toe stance, on yoga/soft mat (hold for 30 seconds, 2x a 

day).  (4) elliptical stationary bike machine (10 minutes, daily).  Continue walking mostly 

without cane.  Water aerobics class to be resumed next Wednesday (16th).  Driving at my 

discretion. 

Jan. 10 - starting to pick up speed in my gait and feeling only a slight discomfort in the left 

(surgical) leg as it completes its healing process.   

Jan. 11 – felt stable enough on my own two feet to start driving again.  When I’m out and 

about I still like to carry my cane for “moral support.”  Also, when I’m on uneven surfaces 

like grass or gravel, I feel safer (from falling) by using the cane whenever needed. 

Jan. 12 – still working on walking without a cane, although at times the left hip area stiffens 

a little and I need to switch to using a cane for a short period of time.  What puzzles me 

is that my right upper leg (outer thigh area) has been kind of numb in one area since the 

surgery.  I need to find out why it’s still numb.  There’s also one thing that I feel insecure 

mentally when I get up from a sitting position to a standing position and I attempt to make 

a first step forward; the left (surgical) leg feels a little tight and I have to straighten the leg 

to make sure I can stand firmly.  I feel that maybe if I start out on my right leg instead, it 

might be easier to start the walking process after sitting for a period of time. 

Jan. 13 – got a chance to get out of the house, which seems like a confinement at times.  

Our great neighbors took us to the Chateau Bianca Winery (westbound along hwy 22).  It 

felt good to start walking about freely in unfamiliar places again.  I kept the cane at hand 

in case there were any slopes, steps, or difficulties along the tour of the winery.  All I can 

say as my rehab continues – “CHEERS”.  
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Jan. 14 (Wed) – 6 weeks have passed and I am able to go back to my Water Aerobics 

class at the Courthouse Athletic Club in West Salem.  It was great to be back in the 

therapeutic pool, doing exercises that kept me fit and healthy.  It was also great to be 

among friends who missed my company, and I definitely missed the fine company of the 

loquacious ladies, who sent me a card to keep my hopes high and my recovery speedy. 
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Jan. 17 (Thur) – Today was my second day at the Water Aerobics class, this time with 

my former Zults coach (and aerobics), Tisha Enemark Silldorff.  Tisha reintroduced me to 

the water aerobics members at the pool, and I had a lot of people ask me about my hip 

replacement surgery.   After six weeks (or more) absence, it looked like there were a lot 

of new arrivals at the pool.  I took it nice and easy, and it felt good to exercise for more 

than one hour in the pool.  Also, I was now on my own as far as driving myself to the pool 

and back was concerned.  

 [Note: I weighed in at 154 lbs.  Previously, before the surgery on Dec. 5th I weighed 152 

lbs.  Elsa had done a good job of managing my diet and making sure I had the nutritious 

meals I needed without any extra weight-producing foods.] 

 

Jan. 18 (Fri) – Last post-op visit with Dr. Budge.  I thanked him for his excellent hip 

replacement surgery on my left hip.  He said, “You’re welcome.”  He said I was doing a 

great job walking.  He said I didn’t need to follow the restrictions anymore, except for one 

precaution:  don’t spread your legs out sideways, with knees together.  I asked him 

several questions: (1) Do I need to take blood-thinning aspirin anymore? No.  (2) Do I 

need to worry about scar tissue around the surgical site? No.  (3) Can I do sports activities, 

like biking, swimming, water aerobics, etc.?  Yes.  Skiing was better left until next season. 

(4) How about the numbness I feel on the outer part of my right thigh?  Dr. Budge thinks 
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it’s from the surgical procedure when I was laying on my right side for more than an hour.  

He says it should go away (with time).  (5) How about further physical therapy?  Yes, 

continue to do advanced exercises for strengthening.    My last post-op appointment was 

set for six weeks later, on March 4th.      [Note: No need to continue any more pain 

medications of any kind.]                                              

Video of Dr. Matthew Budge:  https://youtu.be/i7CKvt8tCqo 

 X-RAY RESULTS (FINDINGS):  

Cementless left total hip arthroplasty is in anatomic alignment. No hardware failure. Small 
soft tissue calcification noted medial to the lesser trochanter. No fracture, malalignment or 
acute bony abnormality. Moderate right hip degenerative disease. 
 

Jan. 19 (Fri) – Do a session of swimming laps at the pool, and a half-hour doing water 

aerobics.  Begin to do more activities around the house and yard that expand my 

confidence in walking (without pain or struggle). 

 

Jan. 20-21 (Sat-Sun) – Continue improving in walking straight, with focus on keeping 

shoulders straight and toes pointed forward (esp. left foot). 

 

Jan. 22 (Mon) – Last PT (Physical Therapy) session with Eileen Johnson at Kaiser North 

Lancaster Medical Facility in Salem.  She put me through some final therapeutic tests to 

determine my ability to walk at a good pace -- with the ability to function as a normal 

human being again.  I was able to stand on my left (surgical) leg for one minute.  I was 

able to walk about ten feet in seven seconds (first test on 12/21 was 26 seconds).  I was 

able to race a machine (display) on a horizontal bike for five minutes and beat it around 

a track.  I passed all tests with “flying colors.” 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

https://youtu.be/i7CKvt8tCqo
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Videos: 

1. Hip replacement rehab -- walking with walker (1-3 weeks) 

https://youtu.be/pCuzZK202js  

 

2. Hip replacement rehab -- walking (4-6 weeks) 

https://youtu.be/x0hcSobhAPY  

 

https://youtu.be/pCuzZK202js
https://youtu.be/x0hcSobhAPY

